
试题四

I. Listen to the dialogue and fill in the blanks. (25%)

T. G. : tour guide (Janet Jin);     Ts: tourists

T1: Tourist One;   T2: Tourist Two;    T3: Tourist Three   T4: Tourist Four

(Mr. Black, the tour leader, is checking in, Janet Jin takes the occasion to

introduce the hotel facilities to the tourists.)

T. G.: Friends, now let me take this opportunity to explain the services __1___

in the hotel.

Ts: Great.

T.G.: There will be a __2___  __3__ for your __4____, a cashier for __5___

__6___  _7____, __8___ and a 2-hour __9___ service.

T1: Only 2 hours for this service!

T.G.: For those of you who are feeling extra energetic, there is a __10___ and

_11____, and afterwards you can also visit the __12___  _13____ or totally

relax with a _14____.

T2: Where is the cashier? I need to exchange some money __15_____.

T.G.: It’s in the __16___ just over to the right of us. They can attend you there.

T3: Are there any typical Chinese dishes available?

T.G.: Good questions! The hotel has several __17___, which provide Beijing

cuisine, Guangdong cuisine, fat-cattle chafing-dish and so on. Chinese dining-

halls are in the northern part of the second floor, we’ll have our dinner there

today. The _18____ dinning-hall is in the southern part on the second floor.

T3: Cool, I’m eager to taste __19___ Chinese food.  Well, again, is there an

indoor swimming pool in the hotel?

T.G.: Yes, there’s one clean and big indoor swimming pool on the basement.



The whole _20_____  __21____ is on the basement.

T4: Where is the public restroom?

T.G.: At the west end of every floor there’s a public restroom. And if you want

to do some shopping, there is a _22_____ __23____ on the fourth floor. Any

other questions?

T3: Thank you. Miss Jin. If there are more questions, we’ll ask you.

T.G.: Please don’t hesitate to let me know if you need my help. Please take

care of your ___24______ and your ___25_____ . Enjoy your stay!

Ts: Thank you, Miss Jin.

II. Write  a  description of  a  famous hotel  in  your  city  for  a  travel

guide. (25%)

III. Answer the following questions. (20%)

1. What should the local guide do when the group is going to leave the hotel?

2. What  precautions should  the  tour  guide  take when the  group has just

checked in at the hotel in order that, in case of fire, the tourists may quickly

escape with their life?

IV. Oral test. (30%)


